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Executive Summary

The top 50 U.S.-based warranty providers together reported USD 23 billion in warranty claims during 2006, up 5.1 percent from 2005. It is interesting to note that auto manufacturing companies in USA such as General Motors Corporation and Ford Motors Corporation are amongst the top 50 U.S. based warranty providers of product warranties in terms of the total dollar amounts they reported in warranty claims during calendar 2006. GM and Ford together spent USD 8.6 billion on claims during 2006 and auto manufacturers grab the bulk of the pie in the overall extended warranty market. Auto manufacturing companies are spending around 2.5-3.0 percent of their revenue in fixing vehicles under warranty. This puts a tremendous pressure on auto companies to come up with innovative ways to reduce the overall cost of warranty claims. Bridgestone and Firestone’s recall of 6.5 million tires used primarily on Ford Explorer vehicles, and the deaths of more than 100 people in accidents blamed on the failure of those tires triggered legislators to introduce a new U.S. law called as Transportation Recall, Enhancement, Accountability and Documentation (TREAD) Act which makes it mandatory for automakers to compile quarterly reports on consumer complaints and warranty claims. "How can a warranty management leverage unstructured textual for an efficient root cause analysis and defect discovery".
**Claims Analysis is based on Unstructured Data**

Automotive warranty data is generally gathered by filling a claim form by a customer and a technician. The form is either filled on a paper which is later scanned and imported into a database or the information is directly entered online. A form can contain many fields to be entered by a customer or a technician. Some of the fields require information such as the product code, model number, date and timestamp and customer id. This information falls into the category of structured data in the sense that the information has a well defined format and requires close-ended answers i.e. there are finite choices from which a selection can be made. Usually the form also contains a comments section where a customer or a technician can provide detailed information about the problem. This is the section where information is entered in the form of a natural language text or a free-form text. The data entered in comment sections falls in the category of structured data and is a key element in diagnosing and understanding the problem. Following are some of the real world examples of the customer complaint, technician comments and action taken field data.

**Customer complaint**
- Air conditioning not working
- Poor performance from a/c system
- Water ingress into passenger foot well
- Room lamp flickering when switched ON

**Technician Comments**
- Found expansion valve defective
- Thermostat by-pass valve not working
- No engine cranking noise. Solenoid check
- AC Knob found broken

**Action Taken**
- Removed and replaced the seals on the elbow joints
- Cable set properly & refitted
- AC cable replaced resulting smooth movement
- Connected the coupler to compressor

If the auto manufacturer suspects a recurring problem they sift through the claims data and manually go through the customer and technician comments to see if they can find any kind of patterns or clue that can help them finding the cause of the problem. A high level analysis of a defect can be done from data stored in structured data fields. However, a drill down analysis or an in depth analysis requires a warranty claim analyst to read the free-form textual data fields also. The main challenge is that the manual process of reading each and every comment is impractical and time consuming. Hence there is a strong business case in automating the process of analyzing the natural language text data stored in claim forms for an efficient data analytics. There is a significant value in a system that not only extracts information out of structured data but also leverages unstructured data which is currently not exploited to its full extent. In the next section, we give a high level overview of a solution based on a natural language processing technique called as text tagging and annotation that can make the process of information extraction from warranty claim forms more effective.

**Text tagging and annotation: Adding structure to unstructured textual data**

Text Tagging and Annotation also called as Named Entity extraction forms an important component of many language processing tasks such as text mining, information extraction and information retrieval. Named Entity extraction consists of identifying the names of entities in free-form or unstructured text. Some of the common types of entities are proper nouns such as person names, products, organization, location, email addresses, vehicle, computer parts and currency, temporal entities such as dates, time, day, year, month and week, numerical entities such as measurements, percentages and monetary values. There can be numerous domain specific entities also. For example, named entities that can be extracted from the customer complaint, technician comments and action taken field of an automotive warranty claim forms can be a vehicle part, location of a defect, symptom, defect type, technician action, effect, reason for a defect etc.

The process of text tagging and annotation helps in adding structure to unstructured textual data. The idea behind applying named entity extraction to the textual data fields in an automotive warranty claim form is to bring the natural language text data recorded as part of the customer complaint, technician comments and action taken field into a format which can
then be easily queried using SQL (Structured Query Language). The process of gaining useful insights from warranty claim forms consists of two phases. In phase one, the unstructured data present in the claim form is first converted to structured data using a text tagging engine. As illustrated in Figure 1, named entities such as part, symptom, and condition have been extracted from a customer complaint: “Noise from AC system when switched ON”. Text tagging and annotation brings the data into a format which can be easily queried using SQL (Structured Query language). In phase two, the processed data from phase one is analyzed using a query engine which takes in high level queries from a warranty analyst and displays reports, tables and charts. Similarly, important names entities from technician comment and action taken have also been extracted. As illustrated in Figure 2, a warranty analyst can plot a pie chart showing a distribution across failed components or parts in a vehicle. The pie chart and the table shown in Figure 2 are created using data obtained from phase one process.

AutoSeek: A text tagging and query processing engine.

AutoSeek is a tool that brings in automation to the process of analyzing warranty claim forms in automotive industry. AutoSeek is made up of two parts. One part is called as “Text Tagging and Annotation Engine” and the other part is called as “Query Engine”. Figure 1 and 2 are screenshots from AutoSeek. They illustrate how text tagging and annotation coupled with query processing can provide a solution to the problem of analyzing unstructured data stored in automotive warranty claim forms. In the prevailing circumstances of more than 100 million claims being filed per annum, it becomes practically impossible for any warranty analyst to go through the text of the claims manually. As a result most of the info reported in the text goes unnoticed and undiscovered. Auto-Seek Text analytics will help integrate and automate this process of deciphering info from text. This will reduce detection time by an average of 50%.

Figure 1: AutoSeek screen showing the results of text tagging and annotation
Source: Infosys Research

Figure 2: AutoSeek screen of the query engine user interface showing distribution chart across vehicle parts
Source: Infosys Research
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